
6.7 Case Study 7-Period 7 House setting 

The owner of the house moved into the below apartment seven years ago in Period 7.  

 

 

 

Period 7 House setting- Sits on 272 degrees (West) and faces 92 degree (East).The simple 

floor plan is as below: 

Southeast Corner 

(Bedroom) 
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South Side  

(Toilet) 
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Southwest Corner  

(Bedroom) 
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East Side  
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Center of the House 
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statue) 
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West Side 

(Slide Door/Balcony) 
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Northeast Corner 

(Dining Room) 
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North Corner 

(Dining Room) 

4                   9 
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Northwest Corner 

(Master-bedroom with Toilet) 

  8                4   
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Mountain Star in Charge of Person while Water Star in charge of Wealth 

 

 

 

 

 



My Analysis 

First Observation: 

The above setting resulted in Good Mountain and Good Water stars. The income and health 

should not be the major concerned, however since the washroom is built in the Master 

bedroom, the washroom door must be closed at all time with strong air suction filter. 

 

The Truth: Since moving into this house seven years ago, the owner wealth increased 

significantly with investment in properties. But the health of his wife was not that good since the 

washroom’s door inside the master bedroom was opened all the time with poor air suction filter. 

 

2nd observation: 

The combination of 848 in the Northwest sector will result in first born son baby. 

 

The Truth: The owner has sons, age 3 and 5 since moving into this house. 

  

3rd Observation: 

The central box 957 might result in health related problems but since the owner placed a 

bronze stature, no major health problems. 

 

The truth: The owner and his family are quite active in sports and like to jog. Beside his wife 

has a constant flu and sinuses related problem (attributed to the master bedroom’s washroom 

door), no other major health concern. 

 

4th Observation  

The front door sector of 275 is having a fish tank here, since the combinations prone to fire 

accident. 

 

The Truth: The couple moved in seven years ago and a small fire accident occurred while 

installing the fish tank, the owner recalled that they have to change the adaptors twice since 

then. 

 

  

Foote note: 

Period 5 is from 1944 to 1963 

Period 6 is from 1964-1983 

Period 7 is from 1984-2003 

Period 8 is from 2004-2023 

 



 


